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My exceptional bedroom has:

More storage under the bed than most competitive brands
More space to make and walk around the bed
A very comfortable pillow top mattress
Enough full pull out drawers for "his and hers"
Large, easy to view optional LCD TV
"Black out" day night shades for late sleepers
Full "hanger depth" wardrobes
Convenient night stand shelves and storage over the bed

My exceptional bathroom has:

* Nuwa’s “positive vent system” in the attic provides unmatched
moisture and condensation control.
* Structure-Wood “walk anywhere” roof decking covered with
Dicor’s 12 year guaranteed rubber roof.

My exceptional special designed frame has:

* Higher tensile strength steel which eliminates unnecessary
weight and insures unmatched reliability
* Frames are designed specifically for each model to provide
maximum strength to weight ratios.
* All frames are powder coated for maximum resistance to rust
and corrosion
* Frame strength that allows for the new “Auto-Leveling”
option!

* Choose from a spacious "walk through" bath, "all enclosed"
bath, or "reverse side bath" design for maximum privacy
* More space around the toilet than most other brands
* Power vent, heat and/or cooling ducts, cabinet/drawer storage
My exceptional special designed frame has:
* Large one piece fiberglass shower with seat in most models
*
Ultimate
reliability and minimal maintenance with the hydraulic
* Solid surface vanity with back splash and recessed sink
rack
and
pinion glide out system (bed and wardrobe glide
* Multiple towel bars/rings and robe hooks
outs
are
electric
drive mechanisms)
* Porcelain toilet with spray attachment
*
All
glide
outs
are
operated independently with designated
* High intensity light bar over vanity
switches
* Nuwa’s superior design of taking the glide out tubes through
My exceptional kitchen has:
the frame versus over the top of the frame rail not only
* Solid surface counter with backsplash and large recessed sink
eliminates the inconvenient and dangerous extra “well” step
* Pull out spray on single lever faucet & filtered water faucet
inside the coach but allows the off side frame rail and wall to
* Exceptional fit and finish cabinetry - plate depth overheads
help support the opposing glide room. No sidewall fatigue
* Lots of drawers featuring full extension ball bearing glides
and thousands of cycles without failure
* Large pot and pan drawers and removable silver ware tray
* Heavy duty greasable spring hangers, shocks, EZ Flex
* Space for large waste basket in most models
suspension, & 7000 lb. Nev-R-Lube axles for safety and
* Well lighted work areas including florescent lighting
minimal maintenance
* Free standing dinette table with hidden expansion leaf
* Demco "Glide Ride" shock absorbing pin box improves ride
* "Big and Easy" deeper and wider entrance steps
My exceptional living room has:
* Dual independent motors on front jacks for increased control
* Quality glider recliners & HAB sofa w/ innerspring mattress
* Flat screen LCD Hi Def. TV with wide view angle feature
A HitchHiker may cost more, and it's worth it. It's the kind of
* Super surround sound receiver with DVD/CD player
product that is appreciated for it's superior design the more it is
* TV/VCR distribution system controls source to TV's
used. Visit NuWa's very informative web site www.nuwa.com to
* Wired for satellite, internet port, 12v cell phone charge
find out more details about the oldest 5th wheel in the market
* Fireplace option under TV with tiled perimeter and hearth
today, and visit the independent NuWa owner's forum
* Great work space/computer desk with cabinets and storage
(www.nuwaowners.org) to read, learn and ask for the opinions of
* Cabinets and/or large windows in glide rooms
experienced and "full timer"owners, who enjoy sharing their knowledge of HitchHikers, 5th wheel accessories and RVing in general.
My exceptional construction/insulation has:
* The only manufacturer that uses the incredibly strong Dow
Chemical’s structural foam in the vacu-bond process. This
unique product offers 25% greater insulation that std. block
foam, 40% greater resistance to moisture penetration and is
the only insulation that carries a 15 year guaranteed RFactor!
* Wood sub-structure in the sidewalls of the Champagne and
welded aluminum substructure in the Discover America. In
3701 Johnson Rd
that aluminum will not “hold” a screw, Nuwa takes the
aluminum substructure to a superior structural level by core-fill
Chanute, KS 66720
ing the aluminum tubing with wood in areas of attachment
such as the top and bottom plates of the walls, glide boxes
1-800-835-0676
and front and rear cap attachment. You get the best of both
structural properties for insured durability!
* Discover America products offer the following insulation values:
R-14 in the roof, R-9 in the sidewall and R-25 in the floor.
The Champagne product offers R-16 in the roof, R-9 in the
sidewall and R-32 in the floor. All Nuwa products include
the unique “Radiant Barrier Technology” which wraps the roof,
end caps and complete under belly with an aluminum insulat
ing foil that effectively reflects 97% of the suns radiation and
doubles the effective R-values of the fiberglass insulation!
Nuwa products are simply easier to heat and cool giving you
ultimate 4 season capability and comfort!

www.nuwa.com

